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Bloodstained: Ritual of the Night (v1.04) v20201111 +15 TRAINER; Bloodstained:. We have great
news for you today : the developer of Bloodstained: Ritual of the Night has finally released an update
for the Nintendo Switch version of the game. The update, which is available in 1.04, is called
'v20201111 +15 TRAINER' and it is supposed to rectify some of the problems with the Switch
version of the game. For those who don't know, this is a release of the game that will allow players
to run the game with a widescreen display, as well as some other minor fixes and additions. The
latest patch for Bloodstained: Ritual of the Night is available now through both Steam and the
Nintendo eShop. If you're looking to know more about the new version for Nintendo Switch, then
check out the official patch notes below. Bloodstained: Ritual of the Night Patch Notes Update v1.04
- It is required to run the game on a widescreen resolution (1920x1080 or higher). - Wii U: Fixed the
scenario of the "Finally, the Screaming Ghosts" (Episode 1) - iOS/Android: Screen orientation
(landscape) can be set to "automatic" - Improved overall performance - Fixed missing dialogue in
Chapter 9, by fixing the assets - Fixed the "Special Fate" options in Chapter 3, by fixing the assets -
Fixed missing objectives in Chapter 9, by fixing the assets - The Black Phantom's voice can now be
heard properly - Fixed the voice of Bloodstained in Chapter 2, by fixing the assets - Bloodstained's
name can now be properly read in Chapter 2 - Audio: Fixed the voice that was used during the
Bladefall - Fixed an issue where the interior of the castle was fogged in Chapter 3 - The influence
mission should now appear properly - Fixed the problem of returning to the map in Chapter 8 - Fixed
the problem of the port being closed due to an unexpected error - Fixed the problem of an error
when using a savegame file in Chapter 9 There are a lot of big and small changes in this version of
the game. There was a previous Patch 1.02, but there was no Patch 1.03, so we will have to wait for
that one to be released. As for the new version 1.04, here are its main highlights : Known Issues
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